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The Never-Ending Namibian Negotiations 

EHzabetb Landis, author of the following report on the 
Namibian negotiations, is a lawyer, a former senior 
political officer in the Office of the United Nations Com
missioner for Namibia, and a leading authority on the 
Namibian issue. 

Nearly 16 years ago the United Nations General Assembly 
took the unprecedented step of revoking South Africa's League 
of Nations mandate over Namibia (then known as South West 
Africa), the basis for which was South Africa's maladministra
tion of the Territory. 

By the same resolution the General Assembly established 
itself as administrator until Namibian independence, and 
Pretoria was called upon to withdraw from the Territory. 

South Africa refused to leave, however, even after the Inter
national Court of Justice, in 1971, upheld the Assembly ac
tion and ruled that South Africa must get out of Namibia. 

Since 1966, therefore, South Africa has illegally occupied 
the Territory in violation of international law and in defiance 
of the United Nations, the lawful administrator of Namibia. 

During the decade and a half of illegal occupation the UN 
has sought by various diplomatic means to persuade South 
Africa to withdraw. 

In this search for peaceable means, the basic UN document 
is Security Council resolution 385. Adopted unanimously in 
January 1976, the resolution sets out the legal framework for 
the peaceful transfer of power to the Namibian people. 

It contains three basic provisions: 

(i) an election is to be held for the entire Territory as one 
political entity "under the supervision and control of the 
United Nations" (i.e., to be conducted by the UN); 

(ii) South Africa is to quit Namibia before the election and 
transfer power to the Namibian people, "with the assistance 
of the United Nations"; and 

(iii) pending the transfer of power, South Africa is to make 
a declaration that it will comply with UN resolutions on 
Namibia, and it will begin the process of creating a demo
cratic society by inter alia, ending segregated native reserves 
("homelands" or "Bantustans"), releasing political 
prisoners, abolishing discriminatory and repressive legisla
tion, and allowing exiles to return home safely. 

Resolution 385 set a six-month deadline for compliance and 
by implication threatened the imposition of sanctions if Pre
toria did not act. However, when the date passed, the Big Three 

(continued page 4) 

Inside Namibia: Continuing Repression 

Namibia, formerly known as South West Africa, is a terri
tory of over one million people controlled and occupied illegally 
by the Republic of South Africa. In the greater part of 
Namibia, South Africa maintains its hold over the country by 
means of security police and approximately 100,000 South 
African soldiers. In the "operational areas" such as Ovambo
land in the north, army units as well as police, security police, 
special constables and home guards under the control of the 
army are used to fight South Africa's war against Namibia's 
liberation movement, the South West Africa People's Organi
zation (SW APO). 

Terrorism Inside Namibia 
In the war against SW APO, South Africa's weapons include 

stringent security measures. By various proclamations of the 
Administrative General of Namibia any Namibian deemed like
ly to be a threat to law and order can be detained, and held 
incommunicado for 30 days, and beyond, without recourse to 
legal counsel. Detention and interrogation in any part of 
Namibia are reportedly accompanied by beating, torture, spare 
diet, and solitary confinement. 

On rare occasions, captured SW APO fighters are charged 
with crimes and brought to trial. Three members of SWAPO's 
military wing, captured in 1981 in a military engagement with 
South African defense forces, were later charged under the Ter
rorism Act and placed on trial in the Windhoek Supreme Court 
in early 1982. The trial was an uncommon event because, as 
Cyril Townsend, a Tory backbencher, told the U.K. House of 
Commons, few guerrillas have been captured by South African 
forces but many have been shot-which at least suggests that 
South Africa may not always be obeying the Geneva Conven
tions. 

The defense in the trial of the SW APO combatants argued 
at length, though unsuccessfully, that they should be treated 
as prisoners of war in accordance with the 1949 Geneva Con
ventions and the 1977 Protocol I of the Conventions. By con
ceding prisoner of war status to the defendants, the court, as 
well as the South African government, would have in effect 
acknowledged the realities of war in Namibia and recognized 
SW APO as a legitimate rather than illegal movement. Instead 
the combatants were sentenced to prison. 

(continued page 4) 
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Administration Policies Erode law 
Governing Embargo On Exports To South Africa 

Since 1964 the United States has restricted military exports 
to the Republic of South Africa in compliance with a volun
tary arms embargo established in 1963 by the United Nations 
(Security Council Resolution 181). In 1977, after the Steve Biko 
incident the United Nations, with the United States' support, 
converted this voluntary arms embargo into a mandatory, inter
nationallegal obligation of all members of the United Nations 
by Security Council Resolution 418. 

In adhering to the letter and the spirit of its obligation under 
Security Council Resolution 418, the U.S. placed restrictions 
on exports to South Africa within the same legislative and 
regulatory framework which implements all foreign policy con
trols on exports from the U.S. 

U.S. exports are placed in two categories for legal and ad
ministrative purposes. The first category consists of conven
tional military hardware-which makes up the munitions list
and is administered and controlled by the State Department's 
Office of Munitions Control (OMC). The second category is 
rather broad and ambiguous and is administered by the Com
merce Department. It includes nonmilitary goods, technology, 
and dual-use items, i.e., items which have both civilian and 
military uses. 

The scope of the U.S. embargo has varied with each admin
istration, but was perhaps broadest under the Carter Admin
istration. Nevertheless, the U.S. embargo has been consistently 
fraught with loopholes that have undermined its effectiveness. 

A recent study of the U.S. arms embargo policy conducted by 
the staff of the Subcommittee on Africa of the U.S. House 
of Representatives concluded that "while there has been an of
ficial U.S. policy of embargoing arms to South Africa since 
1963, including criminal penalties for knowing, willful violators 
of the policy, the relevant U.S. Government agencies have thus 
far failed to adopt procedures to effectively implement the 
embargo ... Where such procedures are lacking, agencies will 
respond to their dominant political interests and bureaucratic 
imperatives even if these are inconsistent with or subversive 
of the official arms embargo policy." 

In violation of export laws and agency procedures, the 
U.S. Department of Commerce recently allowed the 
licensed sale of 2,500 shock batons to South Africa. 
Because these instruments (more familiarly known as 
"cattle prods") have a history of use against civil rights 
demonstrators in the U.S., it is particularly offensive that 
they should be exported to a nation engaged in a sys
tematic campaign of legalized repression of its black 
population. 

What follows is a brief consideration of each separate 
category of U.S. foreign policy restrictions on exports to South 
Africa with special emphasis on recent changes and/ or events 
under the Reagan Administration. (continued page 7) 

Deaths In Detention And South Africa's Security laws 

Deaths in detention under South Africa's security legislation 
have recently reappeared. Under South Africa's General Laws 
Amendments Act, the Internal Security Act, and the Terrorism 
Act, South African authorities are free to arrest and detain 
political opponents incommunicado for varying periods and 
under conditions not subject to outside scrutiny. Under Sec
tion 6 of the Terrorism Act, detention may be indefinite, and 
unremitting police interrogation is permitted. The courts may 
not intervene and the detainee may be held incommunicado
without access to lawyer, clergy, family, doctor, or friends. 
Following the extraordinary exhibition of police methods and 
attitudes in the 1977 inquest into the death of Steve Biko, deaths 
in detention appeared to have diminished. However, the re
cent deaths of Tshifhiwa Isaac Muofhe, Neil Aggett, and Ernest 
Dipale suggest that security police have stepped up their brutal 
methods of interrogation. 

Since 1963 at least 57 persons held under security legislation 
have died in detention. The South African Institute of Race 
Relations has reported 53 such deaths. According to an August 
10, 1982 Washington Post report, South African Minister of 
Law and Order Louis LeGrange admitted that 45 detainee 
deaths have occurred-not counting at least seven deaths in 
the bantustans that South Africa regards as "independent." 
However, both figures include only the deaths of detainees who 
had not yet been formally charged. The Southern Africa Proj
ect believes that a more accurate count of deaths in detention 
under South Africa's security legislation would have to include 
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the deaths of those formally charged under security laws yet 
awaiting trial, those shot while escaping from prison, and those 
dying immediately after release where the cause of death is be
lieved to be detention related. 

These deaths, especially where autopsies were performed in 
the presence of representatives of the deceased, have been 
widely attributed to police torture. The South African secur
ity police have alleged that twenty-five of the deceased com
mitted suicide, that seven died accidentally and that ten died 
of natural causes. No details were given about the remainder 
of the deaths. Of the twenty-five who were said to have com
mitted suicide, the South Africans claimed that eighteen 
"hanged" themselves in their cells using items of clothing or 
bedding, five "jumped" out of tall buildings, and two com
mitted suicide in an undisclosed manner. At least 16 died within 
four days of being detained. Only thirty-one of the deaths 
resulted in inquests, and although one inquest led to the charg
ing of four police officers, no member of the security police 
has been convicted in connection with any of the deaths. 

In July 1982, the inquest resulting from the death of the 
28-year old Tshifhiwa Isaac Muofhe concluded that Muofhe 
had been beaten to death by two security policemen during 
interrogation. Muofhe, a former member of the Black Peo
ple's Convention and lay Lutheran preacher, died in November 
1981, two days after he and nine others had been detained by 
security police in the bantustan of Venda. According to the 

(continued page 5) 
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Thirty-Six Member Group Finds Rabie Report 
Disappointing And Inadequate 

The following analysis of the Report on the Rabie 
Report-An Examination of Security Legislation in 
South Africa was contributed by Charles Runyon, a 
member of the Board of Trustees of the Lawyers' Com
mittee, and the Southern Africa Project's oversight 
subcommittee. 

In 1977 Steve Biko died in the hands of the Security Police 
in South Africa. Dean (now Judge) Louis Pollak attended the 
ensuing inquest on behalf of the Lawyers' Committee. Neither 
the findings of the presiding magistrate nor such investigation 
as the government conducted fixed blame or led to prosecu
tion of those responsible for Biko's death. With only one ex
ception, the case of Joseph Mduli, none of the more than SO 
cases of deaths in detention since 1963 has led to identifica
tion and prosecution of responsible parties. The four policemen 
tried in the Mduli case were acquitted on the basis of police 
testimony, despite grave doubts cast on their assertions by 
medical testimony. In the few cases where sufficient evidence 
could be obtained by families of the deceased to bring civil ac
tion for damages, the government has settled out of court. Such 
was the outcome in the Biko case. 

So damaging was the record in the Biko inquest, however, 
and so widespread, domestic and international, was criticism 
of the underlying laws-especially the Terrorism Act-as well 
as of the many bannings and detentions in the same period, 
that the government appointed a Commission chaired by 
Justice P.J. Rabie, a Judge of Appeal of South Africa's highest 
court, to examine the necessity, adequacy, fairness and efficacy 
of legislation relating to the protection of internal security. Its 
report, with draft legislation to implement its recommenda
tions, was tabled in Parliament on Feb. 3, 1982, two days 
before the death in detention of Dr. Neil Aggett, the first white 
person so to die. 

On March 6, 1982, a seminar of 36 advocates, attorneys, 
and academic lawyers met at the Center for Applied Legal 
Studies of the University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg 
to consider the Rabie Commission's Report. After discussion, 
the seminar reached a consensus which is reflected in the 
Center's publication, Report on the Rabie Report-an Ex
amination of Security Legislation in South Africa, March 1982. 
Sidney W. Kentridge, S.C., chaired the group; Professor John 
Dugard, Director of the Center, served as General Editor and 
rapporteur. This professional, scholarly, and multiracial group 
represented many years of experience, study, and writing in 
the area of South African security legislation. 

The Report of the Seminar welcomes certain of the Com
mission's recommendations: 

• abolition of mandatory minimum sentence provision of 
the Internal Security, Sabotage, and Terrorism Acts; 

• abolition of death penalty for conduct not including acts 
of violence (same Acts); 

• abolition of provisions violating the principle of res judicata 
(Terrorism and Sabotage Acts); 

• abolition of provisions placing the onus of proof beyond 
a reasonable doubt on the accused to rebut certain 
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presumptions; 
• Recommendation that the government consider abolishing 

the six month's period of prescription where civil claims are 
brought against the police (Police Act). 

The Center's Report goes on to highlight deficiencies in the 
Commission's approach. While it contained substantial infor
mation regarding the possibility of constant police abuse of 
detention especially incommunicado detention, such informa
tion is merely noted; it is not investigated. Either testimony 
was not taken from persons released from incommunicado de
tention, from doctors who visited detainees or from psychia
trists with knowledge of the effects of solitary confinement, 
or it was simply not dealt with in the Report. There is the same 
lack of indication that the Commission examined court records 
containing evidence of torture or medical studies and testimony 
on the effects of solitary confinement. Though the Commis
sion invoked procedures adopted in Northern Ireland to justify 
its conclusions, it failed to refer to the subsequent 1979 Burnett 
Committee Report into Police Interrogation Procedures in 
Northern Ireland which today governs such procedures and 
provides some basic safeguards for the detainee. The Commis
sion failed to refer to other relevant authorities, British and 
South African. 

The Center's Report emphasizes the apparent willingness of 
the Commission to accept without question the evidence of the 
police, and also its apparent failure to go beyond the laws as 
they appear on paper to their application in actual practice. 
"One could not have expected the Commission to investigate 
all cases of apparent abuse, but it was surely a grave omission 
not to investigate some cases at least." 

After dealing with the approach and methods of the Com
mission, the Center's Report analyzes the Commission's treat
ment of the following: detention for purpose of interrogation, 
review of administrative action (detention for other purposes, 
banning orders), proposed new short-term detention, proposed 
redefinition of offenses and revision of the Official Secrets Act. 
In each area, the Center's Report reveals crucial deficiencies 
in the Commission's work. (continued page 6) 

nghter Restrictions Proposed 
On Movement Of Blacks 

On August 20, 1982 a parliamentary committee began 
consideration of the Orderly Movement and Settlement 
of Black Persons Bill. The most drastic provisions of the 
bill ban "unauthorized" Blacks from "white" urban 
areas between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 5:00a.m., and 
establish stricter penalties for anyone employing or other
wise accommodating such individuals. 

Recently, due to strong opposition, the bill was tabled. 
However, the government seeks to overcome this initial 
setback by proposing legislation which would nullify a 
court decision which led to the first significant relaxa
tion in influx control laws, making it possible for a black 
married couple to live together in an urban area if either 
one has "permanent" resident status. 



The Never-Ending Namibian Negotiations, from page 1 

(U.S., France and Great Britain) refused to sanction South 
Africa by invoking Chapter VII of the Charter. 

Instead, the five Western states then sitting on the Security 
Council-the United States, United Kingdom, France, Canada, 
and West Germany, known colJectively as the "Contact 
Group" -volunteered to find an "internationally acceptable" 
solution for Namibia. 

Thus began the negotiating process which still continues 
today. 

In April of 1978 the Contact Group unveiled a plan (UN 
document S/12636) which they claimed to be "in accordance 
with" resolution 385. However, it contained provisions that 
varied significantly from both the spirit and the letter of the 
1976 resolution: 

(i) The illegal South African occupation administration 
would remain in Namibia, running the Territory, until the 
election was held and a new government inaugurated. There 
would be no interim UN administration. 

(ii) 1 ,500 South African troops would remain in Namibia, 
confined to base, until after the election. 

(iii) Pretoria was not required to make a declaration of 
compliance or to dismantle the native reserves. 

(iv) The election would be conducted by South African 
occupation officials; they were required to act to the "satis
faction" of the Secretary-General's Special Representative, 
who would head a UN monitoring team ("UNT AG") in the 
Territory, but the plan provided no means by which changes 
could be made if the Representative was dissatisfied. 

(v) The plan accepted by silence the 1977 fiat by which 
Pretoria had excised Walvis Bay-Namibia's only deep-water 

Inside Namibia: Continuing Repression, from page 1 

Political imprisonment in Namibia is not reserved solely for 
members of SW APO. In 1978 South African jet bombers and 
paratroopers invaded Angolan territory to kill an estimated 750 
Namibian refugees, the great majority of whom were at the 
Kassinga refugee settlement 250 kilometers inside Angolan terri
tory. During that raid, South African forces captured at least 
118 Namibians who are still being detained incommunicado 
without charge at a military detention camp at Hardap Dam, 
Mariental in southern Namibia. For several years the South 
African government denied that it was holding survivors of the 
raid until international pressure and several disclosures of 
evidence of the camp's existence forced it to do so. There have 
been persistent reports of torture and iU treatment of the Kass
inga detainees, including physical mutilation. 

According to the findings of two church delegations recently 
sent to Namibia to obtain firsthand information, South African 
defense forces use the search for SW APO fighters to legitimize 
harassment and abuses of the civilian population. In September 
1981, delegates of the South African Catholic Bishops' Confer
ence (SACBC) held seventeen consultations with teachers, 
nurses, more than 180 clerical and lay representatives of several 
churches, and representatives of different political parties. The 
delegation of the British Council of Churches (BCC) met in 
November 1981 with representatives of several different 
churches, as welJ as with government officials. The findings 
of the two delegations were recently published in widely dis
tributed reports. 
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port-from the Territory, thereby jeopardizing the economic 
future of Namibia, as weU as preventing Walvis Bay inhabi
tants from participating in the election, while permitting 
South African troops to be stationed there during the 
election. 
Acceptance of the plan by both South Africa and SW APO 

(the South West Africa People's Organization) did not end the 
negotiations, however. Indeed, it merely opened a new phase. 

In August 1978 the Secretary-General reported to the Security · 
Council on the practical details of implementing the Western 
plan. South Africa rejected the entire proposal and announc-
ed that it would hold its own election in Namibia. 

In response, the Security Council adopted the Western plan 
as its own (resolution 435 (1978)). Then in resolution 439 (1978) 
it directed Pretoria not to hold the election and warned that 
the international community would withhold recognition of 
such an election and its results. In defiance, South Africa held 
the election in December. 

Subsequently, in 1979, new negotiations were opened to get 
the plan "back on track." For the next two years hardly a 
month passed without a meeting of at least some of the prin
cipals in New York, Europe, or southern Africa. Optimistic 
predictions were made, but as fast as one objection seemed to 
be resolved-at least in principle or contingently-Pretoria rais
ed another. 

Months were spent arguing about the composition of the 
military component of UNT AG-which countries were accept
able contributors of troops and although Pretoria objected to 
the size of the proposed UN military force, it nevertheless 

(continued page 9) 

According to findings in the SACBC report, security forces 
in the operational areas stop at nothing when searching out 
SW APO guerrillas: 

"[The security forces) break into homes, beat up 
residents, shoot people, steal and kill cattle and often 
pillage stores and tea rooms. When the tracks of SW APO 
guerrillas are discovered . . . harsh measures are intensi
fied. People are blindfolded, taken from their homes and 
left beaten up and even dead by the roadside. Women 
are often raped . . . [W)e were told that the Security 
Forces parade the bodies of kiUed SW APO guerrillas by 
driving around with the bodies dangling from army 
vehicles ... A dusk-to-dawn curfew is imposed in the 
operational area. Anybody moving about after dark is 
shot." 
Both the SACBC and the BCC delegations were given case 

histories by people harassed and detained by the security forces. 
Twenty cases of atrocities were cited in the BCC report. In vir
tually all of those cases, the precise locality, date, and even 
time of the atrocity were verified, although the BCC withheld 
that information in order to protect the victims. 

Soeial and Economic Conditions 
Detention, torture, and harassment merely compound the 

harsh social and economic conditions that define daily life for 
black Namibians living under South Africa's illegal occupa-

(continued page 5) 
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Inside Namibia: Continuing Repression, from page 4 

tion. Since the appointment by the South African government 
in September 1977 of an Administrator General for Namibia 
and the consequent repeal in Namibia of certain racial laws, 
the South African authorities in Namibia, together with repre
sentatives of the Pretoria-backed "internal government" have 
frequently claimed that apartheid has been abolished. However, 
Namibia remains a society in which most of the outward signs 
of apartheid and institutional racism remain intact. 

For example, although in June 1978 the principle of equal 
pay for equal work and qualifications was officially introduced 
by the Administrator General for employees of all races in the 
public sector, extremely low wages-far below estimated Pov
erty Datum Lines-are still being paid Blacks in some if not 
most economic sectors. On April 11, 1981, the Windhoek 
Observer reproduced salary advice slips issued by the Ad
ministration for Whites (part of the public sector to which the 
equal pay ruling specifically applied), showing that black 
laborers were taking home between Rl2 and R20 a month after 
deductions amounting to R78 per worker. Whites employed 
in the same job categories received five times those amounts. 

Unemployment Jigures for black Namibians are high. In 
August 1981, published figures estimated that nearly one-third 
of the work force was unemployed or underemployed. 
Unemployment figures do not take into account the refugees 
from the war in the north who are looking for work in the 
capital, Windhoek, as well as seeking safety there. 

Because of the official "abolition" of influx control, 
unemployed persons are much more visible than in the past. 
Previously such persons would simply be deported to the 
reserves, but the lifting of the 72-hour restriction on Blacks' 
presence without a permit in the urban areas has prompted the 
growth of squatter camps in and around Windhoek and other 
towns. Official policy, as reported in the Windhoek Advertiser 
(7 /24/80), has been "not to make life in the cities and towns 
too attractive for the Bantus," to discourage them from settl
ing permanently in the ''white'' centers. Additionally, the black 

townships on the outskirts of "white" cities, a familiar feature 
in Namibia as well as in South Africa, remain characterized 
by overcrowding, bad lighting and drainage, untarred dusty 
roads and lack of facilities such as schools, community centers 
and parks. 

Living conditions for black Namibians under South Africa's 
illegal occupation also include the worsening of an already 
inadequate health service, especially in the north. According 
to the Windhoek Advertiser (5/5/81), evidence collected by 
medical and other experts confirmed that the main causes of 
sickness and disease among the black majority continued to 
be poverty and malnutrition, overcrowded living conditions, 
lack of preventive services such as innoculation programs, and 
a critical shortage of doctors, nurses, and clinics in rural areas. 
The state of health and the provisions for. treatment clearly vary 
according to race. Medical facilities reportedly have not only 
been racially segregated for many years under South African 
occupation, but are also geographically concentrated in the 
urban areas where most of the white population live. 

Conclusion 

South Africa has been repeatedly condemned by interna
tional organizations for its continued illegal occupation of 
Namibia, and its violations of the human rights of the Nami
bian people. Most recently, in five resolutions adopted on 
February 25, 1982 pertaining to South Africa and Namibia, 
the U.N. Commission on Human Rights condemned, inter alia, 
the inhuman treatment of political detainees and prisoners, and 
of black women and children in South Africa and Namibia. 
The resolutions demanded that the South African government 
cease without delay all acts of torture and ill-treatment of 
Namibian political detainees and prisoners. The Commission 
reaffirmed the alienable rights of the Namibian people to self
determination and independence and the rights enshrined in 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

Deaths In Detention And South Africa's Security laws, from page 3 

South African Institute of Race Relations, six of the other 
detainees were reported to have received hospital treatment 
after being seriously assaulted. The Venda security police con
firmed Muofhe's death, but denied that any other detainees 
had received hospital treatment. (Independent sources have 
confirmed the hospitalization of at least four of the others, 
one of whom-Reverend Farisani, Dean of the Lutheran 
Evangelical Church in that district-was treated for critical 
head wounds.) 

During the inquest proceedings, three doctors agreed that 
Muofhe had died from severe bruising of the body, including 
his head and genitals, and internal bleeding. According to 
newspaper reports, the government's local district surgeon in
dicated death had been caused by "extensive use of blunt 
force." Two senior pathologists agreed, one of whom found 
"10 instances of directed violence" to Muofhe's back alone. 
The interrogators claimed Muofhe had confessed, then, while 
accompanying them to a spot in the mountains at night, had 
tried to escape by jumping off the back of a truck, sustaining 
the injuries described by the doctors. The police version col
lapsed when the lawyer for Muofhe's family was able to show 
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that the truck they claimed to have used was out of service at 
the time. As of this writing, the inquest record is before the 
attorney general of Venda, who must decide whether to charge 
the two security policemen with murder. 

On February 5, 1982, Dr. Neil Aggett, also 28 years old, and 
Secretary of the African Food and Cannery Workers Union, 
died in detention at John Vorster Square in Johannesburg, 
marking the first such death of a white political prisoner .. In 
a wave of detentions of trade unionists, Aggett was detained 
November 27th under the Internal Security Act; two weeks later 
he was moved to Johannesburg from Pretoria Central Prison 
after it was ordered that he be detained under Section 6 of the 
Terrorism Act. Except during times of interrogation, it appears 
that Aggett was kept in solitary confinement, and it was on 
February 5th that police claimed they found Aggett hanging 
in his cell. 

In the South African Parliament on February 16, opposi
tion member Helen Suzman read a note that had been smuggled 
out of prison, written by a detainee incarcerated with Agget. 

(continued page 6) 



U.S. Law Governing Export Embargo Against South Africa Eroded, from page 7 

• As they stood prior to March 1st, the regulations prohibited 
the sale of commodities to South African users or distributors 
only when the exporter "knows or has reason to know" that 
the items will be used by an embargoed agency. However, the 
exporter was not required to verify the actual application of 
the equipment but rather to simply add a "destination control 
statement" to the license. 

• The Commerce Department regulations had little effect on 
the flow of high-tech equipment to South African agencies 
engaged in military research, design or production, such as the 
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research or subsidiaries 
of ARMSCOR. 

~ather than closing these and other loopholes, or strength
enmg enforcement mechanisms, the revisions in the Commerce 
Department export controls announced on March 1st 
signi~i~antly relax these controls. Among the items no longer 
prohJbJted for export to the South African military and police 
are food, non-military clothing, personal hygiene items 
chemicals, word processors, ''personal computers,'' calculator; 
and personal communications equipment. The new regulations 
also formally lift restrictions on export of medicine and medical 
supplies and equipment to the South African government. 

Computer exports to the South African Ministry of Coopera
tion and Development, and the Departments of Interior, Com
munity Development, Justice and Manpower will be considered 
favorably on a case-by-case basis "unless the computer would 
be used to enforce ... apartheid. " Requests to export aircraft 
and helicopters to South Africa will be considered favorably 
on a case-by-case basis subject to a license provision that they 
will not be put to military or police use. Sales of U.S. com
ponents and equipment to the South African security forces 
from foreign countries will generally be allowed when they are 
incorporated into a larger system and make up no more than 
200Jo of the value of the item. 

These new regulations abound with loopholes. While arms 
~d ammunition exports are still prohibited, the new regula
boos allow more leeway to export equipment that increases the 
over-all efficiency of the apartheid machine. Yet, the Com
merce Department has set no criteria for determining the 
usefulness of an item to the South African security forces. To 
~estrict the sale of certain items to the police and military only 
Jf the product contains over 200Jo U.S.-origin equipment or 
components belies the fact that, particularly with computers 
and electronics, the most important components frequently 
make up less than 200Jo of the final product. In addition to 
restricting computer exports that would be used by certain 
South African governmental agencies to enforce apartheid, an 
effective embargo would have to restrict similar exports to all 
government-controlled corporations as well as regional and 
local government bodies, which often play "front-line" roles 
in the mechanics of apartheid. 

Congressional critics of the revised Commerce Department 
regulations have been outspoken. "This is a very tragic foreign 
poli~y mistake," declared Rep. Howard W olpe (D-Mich), 
Chauman of the House Africa Subcommittee. "It will be in
terpreted both by South Africa and throughout the African 
continent as an abandonment of established American prin
ciples." Resolutions aimed at countering the new regulations 
have been introduced in both houses of Congress; Sen. Paul 
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Tsongas (D-Mass) and Rep. Bill Gray (D-Pa) have sponsored 
an identical resolution in both houses that opposes the recent 
changes. 

Nuclear Collaboration 
The Reagan Administration has adopted a more flexible 

policy that will allow increased sales of nuclear materials and 
equipment to South Africa. This shift in U.S. policy was 
described in a letter, dated May 12, 1982, to Sen. Charles Per
cy from Commerce Department Secretary Malcolm Baldrige. 
The letter also states that U.S. policy will officially continue 
to limit nuclear cooperation with South Africa as long as it 
refuses to sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty or to ac
cept "full-scope" safeguards as required by the International 
Atomic Energy Agency and inspection of all its nuclear ac
tivities. However, the letter also states that: 

" ... this Administration has adopted a more flexible 
policy with respect to approvals of exports of dual-use 
commodities and other material and equipment which 
have nuclear-related uses in areas such as health and 
safety activities." 
The letter then lists several nuclear end-use items that have 

been shipped to South Africa under U.S. export licenses in the 
past two years. The list includes items such as a hot isostatic 
press, a set of hydrogen recombiners, vibration test equipment 
and computers, and multichannel analyzers. According to a 
May 19th New York Times article, "U.S. Easing Policy on 
Nuclear Sales to South Africa," the last two items can test the 
reliability of warheads and ballistic re-entry vehicles and 
analyze data from hundreds of cables at a nuclear test site. 

Other examples of recent U.S.-South African nuclear col
laboration include the following: 

• The U.S. Department of Commerce is currently consider
ing licensing the export of 95 grams of helium-3 to the Atomic 
Energy Board of South Africa for use in the U .S.-built Safari
I test reactor at Pelindaba, north of Pretoria. Helium-3 can 
be used to make tritium, a form of hydrogen used in produc
ing thermonuclear weapons. The proposed helium-3 sale has 
set off a storm of opposition on Capitol Hill. Opposition has 
come even from the Conservative Heritage Foundation, whose 
representative has argued that "sale of this material now is 
almost certain to send the wrong signal to both South Africa 
and other Western nuclear exporters." 

• In January 1982, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion issued a license to Mitsubishi International Corporation 
authorizing it to import raw uranium from South Africa to 
be enriched in a U.S. facility and exported to a Japanese 
consignee. 

• U.S. companies-one of which was Edlow International
arranged for the sale or enriched uranium fuel for South 
Africa's Koeburg reactor, acting as brokers for the sellers in 
Switzerland and the buyers in South Africa. The U.S. Depart
ment of State was apparently aware that U.S. companies were 
involved in the uranium purchase, bypassing U.S. non
proliferation laws. 

• In March 1982, despite its clear nuclear dual-use poten
tial, a license was granted to export to South Africa a Control 
Data Cyber 1701750 computer. 

(continued page 9) 



A Report On The Rabie Report, from page 6 

The Center's Report further brings out that the Commis
sion's apparent acceptance that visits by magistrates and district 
surgeons are effective guarantees was unsupported by examina
tion of the facts and probably unwarranted. 

The Rabie Commission does not examine thoroughly the 
question of the admissibility (reliability) of confessions and 
admissions obtained from detainees under Section 6. Indeed, 
it recommends that the Section 6 detainee be deprived of the 
rights he now enjoys under the Criminal Procedure Act, to 
receive from the police a copy of written statements he may 
have made to the police. The seminar found this recommen
dation unacceptable. 

Another matter excluded by the Commission from its Report 
was the recharging of a detainee the moments he is released 
and the questioning of detainees regarding their plea by 
magistrates in the absence of legal counsel. The Seminar con
sidered the practice grossly unfair. 

The Seminar advanced safeguards as realistic restraints, on 

any detention for interrogation, namely, a time limit on such 
detention, restoration of judicial control over such detention, 
including habeas corpus; restoration of visits by family, 
lawyers, doctors and, at the very least, persons independent 
of the executive; supervision of interrogation, including a full 
and detailed record of treatment and procedure; and a detailed 
code of conduct governing interrogation enacted by statute 
(with sanction for infractions) and enforced, inter alia, by ex
cluding confessions obtained in violation of the code. 

The Seminar's consensus is clearly conveyed in the Report 
but is not easily summarized. Its thrust is accurately revealed 
by the stated view of the Seminar that the Terrorism Act should 
be repealed and that the Commission's proposed modifications 
are totally inadequate. 

Debate of the Rabie Commission's Report in Parliament and 
the press and any resulting legislation will be covered in later 
reports. A limited number of copies of the Seminar's Report 
on the Rabie Report is available upon request. 

U.S. Law Governing Export Embargo Against Sauth Africa Eroded, from page 2 

Controls on Conventional Military Equipment 
As stated earlier, the U.S. Department of State maintains 

a list of conventional military equipment, commonly referred 
to as the Munitions List. The export of items on this list is con
trolled by the OMC, and official policy has been to prohibit 
the export of any such items to South Africa. Nevertheless, 
several U.S. firms have violated these restrictions; the most 
publicized violation is that of Space Research Corporation. 

The Space Research Corporation incident is the most signifi
cant and most disturbing documented violation of the United 
Nations ban against arms sales to South Africa since 1963. The 
violation occurred during the years 1976-1978 when Space 
Research Corporation of Vermont sold and shipped to the 
South African government approximately 60,000 ISS-mm 
extended-range artillery shells, at least 4 1SS-mm guns, and 
related technology and equipment. Almost all of the equipment 
was acquired mainly from army plants and supply stocks. These 
transactions led to South Africa's acquisition and development 
of advanced 1SS-mm artillery systems which made major con
tributions to its regional military capabilities. 

A recently released staff study by the Subcommittee on 
Africa of the U.S. House of Representatives has shed light on 
how Space Research managed to "bust" the embargo. In com
piling its 46-page study, the Subcommittee staff interviewed 
SO individuals and obtained information from 6 government 
agencies. Among their findings they state: 

• Jack Frost, a U.S. defense consultant who was, at the time, 
assisting the CIA's covert action program in Angola, planned 
with South African government officials shipments of U.S.
origin arms to South Africa, and informed the South Africans 
that they could obtain superior 15S-mm artillery from Space 
Research Corporation. "At the least," the study concludes, 
"this episode suggests serious negligence on the part of the 
Agency. At most, there is a possibility that elements of the CIA 
purposely evaded U.S. policy." 

• "Space Research Corporation's extensive and long-term 
violations of the arms embargo were made possible by the 
absence of a coordinated U.S. enforcement system to detect 
and prevent such violations." 

• "The causes of the government's failure to adequately im
plement the arms embargo was structural rather than acciden
tal in nature." 

Controls on Non-Military and Dual-Use Items 
In February, 1978, the U.S. Secretary of Commerce pro

mulgated regulations pursuant to the Export Administration 
Act, which banned "the export or re-export to the Republic 
of South Africa or Namibia of any commodity ... where the 
exporter or re-exporter knows or has reason to know that the 
commodity will be sold to or used by or for military or police 
entities in these destinations or used to service equipment 
owned, controlled or used by or for such military or police en
tities." IS C.F.R. 385.4(a)(2). The 1978 Commerce Department 
regulations are reviewable at the end of each year, and have 
been amended several times. Prior to March I, 1978, these con
trols banned the export of all goods and technology to the 
South African military and police; subjected the export of cer
tain items which can be used for either military or civilian pur
poses to special review; and applied the same restrictions to 
the re-export of U .S.-origin commodities from third countries 
to South Africa. It is in this category of export controls
especially in the sub-categories of technology and dual-use 
aircraft-that the preponderance of loopholes exists in the U.S. 
arms embargo and the majority of violations of the embargo 
have occurred. 

On the issue of the export of computer hardware and tech
nology to South Africa, much of which have direct military 
application, Tom Conrad of the American Friends Service 
Committee has done outstanding research on the failure of the 
U.S. embargo to adequately restrict the export of critical 
technological data and electronics hardware. Such violations 
are too lengthy to detail here, but some examples will highlight 
the major flaws and weaknesses in the U.S. embargo: 

• While U.S. federal law allows the government to regulate 
wholly-owned subsidiaries of U.S. corporations abroad, the 
embargo does not cover products or technology originating in 
those foreign subsidiaries. 

(continued page 8) 
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Deaths In Detention And South Africa's Security Laws, from page 5 

In the note, the detainee described a scene during which Ag
gett was being interrogated by several security policemen: Ag
gett was naked, he said, and forced to do a substantial number 
of push-ups. "He had to let off and run on the spot, arms out
stretched in front of him, and every so often he was made to 
lift his legs up high while running. •• During these exercises, 
Aggett was "hit, either with a belt or a roUed up newspaper ... 
especially if his arms sagged. He was sweating profusely ... and 
nearly fell over a chair with exhaustion ... !' 

That former detainee, who included in his note a request for 
anonymity, later testified at the inquest into Aggett's death. 
Several other detainees who saw Aggett before his death testi
fied, through affidavits obtained by the lawyer for the 
deceased•s family, that Aggett was in a pitiful state during the 
last week of his life. 

Affidavits were also obtained from other detainees who were 
detained at John Vorster Square or who were interrogated and 
tortured at other police stations by personnel from the secur
ity branch at John Vorster Square. These affidavits corroborate 
each other in many respects, and from their evidence emerges 
a pattern of cruelty, humiliation, threats, and torture suffered 
by detainees at the hands of South Africa's security police. The 
attorney for the Aggett family believes that the allegations of 
cruelty are sufficiently consistent to enable them to draw an 
inference that Aggett was similarly treated. 

This view is supported by the statement that Aggett gave on 
February 4, 1982 to Sergeant BJorn. He alleged that he was 
beaten by police, left bleeding, blindfolded with a towel, and 
subjected to electric shock through handcuffs. He was interro
gated once for 62 hours and had spent 110 out of 168 hours 
of the last week of his life in interrogation rooms. 

A Report On The Rabie Report, from page 3 

Most of the discussions of the Seminar were on detention 
for interrogation. In the opinion of the Seminar, the Rabie 
Report•s failure to consider this subject fully was its most disap
pointing feature. It thus deserves further attention here. 

The Rabie Commission, as the Seminar found, incorporates 
the substance of Section 6 of the Terrorism Act in its draft bill. 
It brings in modifications in the interest of the detainee that 
give peremptory form and recognition to certain practices that 
already exist: 

• A fortnightly visit by a magistrate and a district surgeon 
are required. 

• Detention for more than 30 days must be authorized by 
the Minister. 

• If release does not occur within 6 months, a board of review 
shall receive reasons advanced by the police, may consider 
representations from the detainee, and shall report to the 
Minister. 

• The position of inspectors reporting to the Minister is 
recognized. 

• The Commissioner of Police is authorized to permit visits 
by persons besides state officials. 

The Commission fails to put the matter in the factual con
text of the large numbers of persons detained for interroga
tion and the prolonged periods involved. 

The Commission fails to address the crucial question-what 
causes death in detention? For example, it fails to examine the 
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Additional testimony at the inquest included an account of 
a torture method reportedly used by the South African secur
ity police which brings its victims seconds away from death 
by strangulation by means of a wet towel wrapped around the 
throat and pulled tight until the victim is about to faint. This 
method leaves no mark on the throat. If the interrogator 
"miscalculates•• and the prisoner dies, the victim is strung up 
in his cell-and the official explanation is that he has "com
mitted suicide by hanging! • 

The second political detainee to die in 1982, Ernest Moabi 
Dipale, age 21, was found hanging in his cell on August 8th 
at the same detention center, John Vorster Square in Johannes
burg. Defense lawyers said there was an attempt to shoot Dipale 
the day before his arrest in Soweto. (He was first detained in 
October 1981, and was released four months later without hav
ing been charged.) The security police claimed that Dipale had 
confessed to a magistrate and had been scheduled to appear 
in court to face charges under the Internal Security Act, in
cluding an allegation that he had aided the banned African Na
tional Congress. 

According to an August 10, 1982 Washington Post report, 
South African Minister of Law and Order Louis LeGrange 
justified harsh conditions in South African detention centers 
by telling foreign correspondents after Dipale's death that "you 
won't get much information if you keep a detainee in a five
star hotel or with his friends.,. LeGrange said further that 
"only six, seven, or eight"' of the deaths in detention under 
security legislation resulted from "some form of assault.,. This 
is the first public admission that any of the deaths in deten
tion were caused by police brutality. 

adequacy of inquest proceedings and the facts they show about 
police conduct. It fails to refer to the prosecution of the four 
policemen arising out of Mduli's death. It fails to examine the 
nature and extent of the use of physical assault in detention, 
despite the availability of much evidence, including that given 
under oath in legal proceedings, and of many ex-detainees who 
could testify. The practice of prolonged interrogation with 
psychic consequences requiring medical treatment is not exam
ined, nor is degrading and humiliating treatment-removing 
the detainee's clothing, crude and abusive language. Various 
other reported abuses are not looked into-sleep and food 
deprivation, prolonged standing, noise. In South Africa, 
solitary confinement has generally been judicially and 
legislatively recognized as a form of cruelty, is excluded from 
judicial punishment and is used only in last resort with 
recalcitrant prisoners. Yet the Commission does not examine 
the widely reported use of solitary confinement of detainees 
held for interrogation. There is no consideration of the con
siderable medical material on its effects. 

The question whether these many forms of maltreatment, 
singly or together, constitute inhuman and degrading treatment 
in the sense of the judgment of the European Court of Human 
Rights in 1978 (Ireland v. U.K.) is not considered, although 
the Commission's attention was directed to it in evidence before 
it. 

(continued page 7) 



U.S. Law Governing Export Embargo Against South Africa Eroded, from page 8 

• On April 20, 1982, Transnuclear, Inc., a U.S. corpora
tion with headquarters in Virginia, applied to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission for a license to export enriched 
uranium to South Africa for use as reload fuel for South 
Africa's Koeburg I nuclear power plant. On June I, 1982, the 

The Never-Ending Namibian Negotiations, from page 4 

claimed that UN troops would be unable to prevent infiltra
tion of SW APO soldiers bent on intimidating Namibian voters. 
To meet this complaint Angolan officials proposed creation 
of a demilitarized zone on both sides of Namibia's northern 
border. After insisting on modifications, South Africa agreed. 
SW APO also accepted although in doing so it had to give up 
the right granted in the Western plan, to station SW APO troops 
in UN-monitored bases inside Namibia, similar to the right re
tained by Pretoria for its troops. 

Whenever other objections flagged, South Africa reverted 
to its well-publicized complaint about UN partiality toward 
SW APO, based on the General Assembly recognition of 
SW APO as the ''sole and authentic representative of the Nami
bian people" -although it is the Security Council, not the 
General Assembly, which is charged with implementing the 
Western plan, and it does not give such recognition to SWAPO. 
UN officials committed their organization to end this limited 
recognition as soon as the Western plan went into effect, but 
Pretoria insisted that the recognition must end first in order 
to build South African confidence in UN impartiality. The 
complaint utterly ignored the fact that since South African 
authorities would run the election under the Western plan, 
registering voters, maintaining law and order, printing the 
ballots, counting the votes, etc., while the UN would merely 
monitor the process, the obligation of impartiality should have 
been applied first and foremost to South "Africa. 

Finally, in late 1980 the time came when it seemed possible 
to resolve all remaining issues, and a "pre-implementation" 
conference was called for January 1981 in Geneva. At that 
meeting, SW APO offered to sign immediately a ceasefire, and 
to start the countdown for an election. But Pretoria, which 
did not accept the UN invitation until the last moment, again 
impugned UN impartiality, and stated it needed more time to 
bolster the popularity of the pro-South African candidates. 

Undeterred by this failure, the Contact Group soon return
ed to its search for a new formula that would respond to South 
Africa's fears. Most reported suggestions involved methods of 
protecting the rights of whites-usually euphemistically referred 
to as "minority" rights although there is no "majority" ethnic 
group in the Territory-after independence. Others were 
designed to prevent Namibia from becoming a one-party state. 

After considering several proposals the Contact Group an
nounced that it had devised a three stage process to settle the 
"Namibian question": (l) agreement, before the election, on 
"constitutional principles," designed to provide safeguards 
against backsliding from Western style democracy; (2) resolu
tion of outstanding issues relating to implementation; and (3) 
actual implementation of the plan. 

Point (l) was directly contrary to the Western plan, which 
implicitly provided that the "constituent assembly" chosen in 
the UN-monitored election should freely decide on the terms 
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Southern Africa Project of the Lawyers' Committee filed a peti
tion before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission opposing the 
granting of the license application of Transnuclear, Inc. In fil
ing the Petition, we acted on behalf of eleven members of Con
gress and a coalition of anti-apartheid and anti-nuclear groups. 

of the constitution for the future Namibian state. Nevertheless, 
South Africa, which had earlier insisted on rigid adherence to 
the plan, agreed to the proposal in principle, although insisting 
on a change in the prescribed electoral system, which was ex
pected to be a simple proportional representation system. 

Revised constitutional principles circulated by the Contact 
Group modified the proposed electoral system to provide that 
each voter should cast two ballots: one for a party on a pro
portional representation system; the other for a candidate on 
a single-member constituency basis. 

This time it was SW APO that balked: the system was too 
complicated and confusing. 

A second revision proposed that each voter have only one 
ballot but that it be counted twice, once for a party and once 
for a candidate. 

Again SW APO objected: it was still confusing; monitoring 
the count would be a nightmare; and establishing constituen
cies where none existed would be lengthy and difficult, par
ticularly with the vast population shifts expected at the war's 
end. In addition, SWAPO mistrusted the Western's Five's 
motivation: Existing legislation on delimitation of constituen
cies (previously applicable to all-white elections) permitted a 
variation of l50Jo above or below the norm of equal popula
tion to take account of "community or diversity of interest"
which, in the Namibian context is at once assumed to mean 
ethnicity, the colonial curse which SW APO and the UN agree 
must be ended. Although the Contact Group denied any 
ulterior motives, newspaper comments all assumed that the pro
posed voting system was designed to make it more difficult for 
SW APO-the universally assumed electoral winner-to gain 
the two-thirds majority needed for ratification of the constitu
tion, as required by the proposed "constitutional principles." 

In the absence of agreement on this point, it has been put 
on ice while "proximity talks" (UN/Contact Group mediation) 
on the second stage go forward. That round of talks opened 
in New York in late July and was touted as holding the pro
mise of an election next spring. 

As the talks began, a flurry of articles about impending set
tlement raised public expectations. Assistant Secretary of State 
Chester Crocker and South African Prime Minister Botha both 
targeted August 15th for a breakthrough-South Africa an
nounced that on that date it would unilaterally declare a cease
fire. Instead, that date marked the announcement that, while 
the negotiations continued, the South African occupation army 
in Namibia had executed a raid more than 175 miles into 
Angolan territory. Recently returned from the New York 
negotiations, General Charles Lloyd, commander of the South 
African invasion troops, told the press that South Africa in
tended to occupy the Angolan territory indefinitely. Meanwhile, 

(continued page 10) 



The Never·Endlng Namibian Negotiations, from page 9 

at the negotiating table, South Africa presented the one con
dition guaranteed to halt progress: the Cuban troops had to 
leave Angola. 

SW APO denounced the invasion and described the consul
tative talks in New York as a diplomatic charade, orchestrated 
by the Western five to mislead world opinion that progress is 
being made toward a peaceful resolution of the Namibia 
conflict. .. 

At least one credible analysis of South Africa's strategy is 
to present SW APO and Angola as the intransigent parties by 
consistently imposing impossible conditions in the negotiations 
that they both must reject. The tactic would work to absolve 
South Africa of blame for the stalled negotiations and its con
tinued illegal occupation of Namibia by persuading world opin
ion that the onus for a settlement now rests with SW APO rather 
than South Africa. SWAPO's diplomatic and public support 
would thus be eroded. 

South Africa Accused of Aggression 
Against Front Line States 

During the Front Line Summit in March 1982, a com
munique was issued by the Heads of State and Govern
ment of the Front Line States and Presidents of SW APO 
and the African National Congress of South Africa 
(ANC), accusing South Africa of "ever-increasing .. ag
gression against states in the region. The communique 
stated in part that: 

The invasion and military aggressions, the utilization 
of armed bandits and agents, the acts of sabotage and 
economic blackmail, the massive and subversive prop
aganda campaigns conducted by South Africa are 
proof that there is currently an undeclared war situa
tion engendered and supported by South Africa. 
Events that formed the basis of that communique in-
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With a breakdown in the settlement talks, supposedly caused 
by SW APO, the South Africans would be free to impose their 
own internal solution on Namibia, setting up a puppet govern
ment under the South African-sponsored Democratic Turnhalle 
Alliance or perhaps a newly formulated substitute. 

The current South African invasion can be viewed as an ef
fort at extending the already existing buffer zone between 
SW APO bases in southern Angola and Namibia. Another 
South African objective could well be the enlargement of the 
area claimed by Jonas Savimbi, leader of the South African 
backed UNIT A forces. This "Savimbi-land .. area in southern 
Angola needs to be defended constantly by the South Africans 
from tt:oops of the Angolan army. 

Finally, by putting pressure on Angola, thereby making it 
impossible for them to let the Cubans go, South Africa can 
justify its continued presence in Namibia as guarding against 
the "Cuban threat ... 

elude: a 1981 attempt by 45 mercenaries, led by South 
African Colonel Mike Hoare, to overthrow the govern
ment of Seychelles; repeated cross-border raids into 
Angola by South African Defense forces which have 
caused over $7 billion in damage and 6,000 dead and 
wounded; and a series of assassinations of ANC members 
resident in the front-line states. 

IMF Funds South Africa 

Despite opposition from Congress and the United 
Nations, the International Monetary Fund has approved 
a $1.07 billion loan to South Africa. Opponents noted 
that the amount of the loan equalled South Africa's 
reported increased expenditures caused by its military 
domination over Namibia and its raids into Angola. 
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